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This paper is devoted to presenting a new mathematical development and hardware implementation of an accurate and stable
technique for the current estimation-based sliding mode observer in high-performance speed-sensorless ac-drive. The proposed
algorithm is built by using induction motor (IM) flux equations in two referential frames to enhance the robustness of the observer.
Indeed, all equations are given in both stator-flux and rotor-flux rotating frames. On the other hand, to eliminate the necessity of
rotor-speed adaptation, a fully speed-sensorless scheme is adopted. Furthermore, to minimize chattering and improve accuracy, a
new fuzzy sliding surface is introduced instead of the conventional correction vector. The observer stability is guaranteed by means
of Lyapunov’s second method. The feasibility and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm are verified by using a hardware setup
based on the DS1104 controller board. Experimental results are shown and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, state observers and/or parameter
estimators have been widely investigated and developed in
machine drive. This is mainly because of their huge
influence on the performance control part, especially for a
sensorless drive [1–5]. Overall, a high-performance drive
relies heavily on the measurement of the terminal quantities
such as voltages, currents, and rotor speed. Hence, the use
of accurate and reliable sensors is mandatory despite its
high cost. However, in some cases, when the measurement
is not available or undesired such as in a sensorless scheme,
a high-performance drive can also be obtained by using
state observers. Therefore, the features of the state
observers and/or parameter estimators have taken an
interesting place in the development of ac drives. Among
observation techniques, we can cite the well-known sliding
mode observer (SMO) which has imposed itself in the
domain of ac drive. Their prominence returns to its
advantages which include fast convergence, disturbances
rejection, simple implementation, and robustness to model
parameters influence, especially at very low speed and
standstill conditions.
In nowadays, many researchers have put forward a lot of
topologies and techniques of the sliding mode observer to
improve their performance and dynamic [6–11]. In [6],
three topologies of speed-sensorless SMO are presented and
compared. Where the merits of the dual reference frame
topology are appeared well than in the two other topologies,
especially against the mutual inductance mismatch. A
comparison between sliding mode observer and extended
Kalman filter is performed in [7], whereas some
developments of the SMO performance for permanent
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drives are presented in
[8–11]. A Class of Parabolic function-based surfaces is
presented and discussed in [12–14], In [14], the authors
present an experimental investigation of induction motor
state estimation based on the combining of sliding mode
and Lyapunov’s second function principles. Moreover, a
hyperbolic function with an adjustable slope is introduced
in order to cover chattering effects. In [15], the fuzzy logic
approach is introduced with sliding mode control.
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In this paper, new mathematical development, and
hardware implementation of fuzzy sliding mode observer
(FSMO) is introduced. The proposed algorithm is built by
using flux equations in a dual referential frame to enhance
the robustness of the observer. The stator-flux equation is
given in the stator-flux rotating frame, whereas the rotorflux equation is expressed in the rotor-flux referential
frame. On the other hand, to eliminate the necessity of the
rotor-speed adaptation, a fully speed-sensorless scheme is
adopted. Furthermore, to minimize chattering, a new fuzzy
sliding surface is introduced instead of the conventional
correction vector. The observer stability is guaranteed by
means of Lyapunov’s second method. The feasibility and
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm are verified by
using a hardware setup based on the DS1104 controller
board. Experimental results are shown and discussed.
2. THE PROPOSED SLIDING MODE OBSERVER
2.1. OBSERVER SYNTHESIS
The induction-motor flux-based model, in an arbitrary
rotating reference frame denoted by (e), can be expressed as
follow [16–18]

d (e ) Rs
l =
dt s
sLs

æ Lm (e ) (e ) ö
(e )
(e )
ç
÷
ç L l r - l s ÷ - jwe l s + u s ,
è r
ø

(1)

d (e ) Rr
l =
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è s
ø

(2)

where, l (se ) and l (re ) are two vectors that represent the fluxlinkage of both stator and rotor armatures respectively, we
is the angular speed of the arbitrary rotating reference frame
and wr is the rotor angular speed. In addition, u (se )
represents the applied voltage vector and both of Rr , Ls ,

Lr , L m and s represent the IM-model parameters (given
in the appendix).
The proposed scheme is built based on the following
orientations:
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• equation (1) in stator-flux rotating reference-frame
denoted by (sf)
• equation (2) in rotor-flux rotating reference-frame
denoted by (rf)
d ˆ (sf ) Rs
l =
dt s
sLs
(sf ) (sf )

+ k1 µ
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ø

(
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+ k (2rf ) µ(rf ).

The subscript (^) denotes the estimated value of variables k1

Fig. 1 – Membership functions of the used sliding surface.

The block scheme with inputs, state variables and
estimated quantities is given in Fig. 2.

and k 2 are the observer gains and µ is the correction vector.
In stator-flux reference-frame, only the direct component
sf )
of the stator-flux vector is considered, l(ssf ) = l(sd
, and
(
sf )
l
= 0 . Thus, the stator flux equation in (3) becomes
sq
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d t sd
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Similarly, in the rotor-flux reference frame only the
direct component of the rotor-flux vector is considered, and
rf )
l(rq
= 0 , the rotor-flux eq. (4) becomes

d ˆ (rf ) Rr
l =
d t rd
sLr
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The correction mechanism is of fuzzy-sliding-mode type
based on the error between the actual stator-current value
and its estimated value. The main idea of this hybrid
observer is the fuzzification, by using Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy
controller, of the observer’s discontinuous part to generate a
reached part. Hence the following surface (s) is used as
input in the stationary reference frame

(s )
s = i (ss ) - iˆ s ,

(7)

and
(s )
1 æ Lm ˆ (s ) ˆ (s ) ö
ç
iˆ s =
l - l s ÷÷ ,
(8)
sLs çè Lr r
ø
where the subscript (s) denotes the stationary reference
frame.
The membership functions of the two variables (s and µ)
are illustrated in Fig.1
The rules of the used fuzzy controller (FLC) are given
by:

•
•
•
•
•

R1: if S is GN then µ is GP
R2: if S is N then µ is P
R3: if S is Z then µ is Z
R4: if S is P then µ is N
R5: if S is GP then µ is GN

Fig. 2 – The proposed sliding mode observer-based state estimation.

2.2. STABILITY ANALYSIS
To satisfy the stability condition, the observer gain is
confined based on direct Lyapunov's method. With the
assumption that there is non-mismatch in the motor model
parameters, the first derivative of the current error is

d
1 æ Lm d æ (s ) ˆ (s ) ö d æ (s ) ˆ (s ) ö ö
ç
s=
ç l - l r ÷ - ç l s - l s ÷ ÷÷ .
dt
sLs çè Lr dt è r
ø dt è
øø

(9)

Similarly, for the flux.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The implementation of the proposed algorithm is carried
out by means of a high operating-speed Dsp1104 controller
board. The whole studied system consists of a 3 kW
squirrel-cage induction motor, which is used to drive the
mechanical load (specifications and data are given in the
appendix). The terminal voltage of the IM is generated
through a three-phase pulse width modulation voltage
source inverter with a switching frequency of 2.5 kHz. Both
MATLAB and Control-Desk software are combined to
manage the Dspasce DS1104 board. The sampling
frequency is set to 10 kHz.
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Fig 3 – Experimental results at the frequency of ± 3Hz with signum-function based SMO.
a) Estimated stator current vs. actual stator current. b) Error between estimated and actual currents.

(a)

(b)

Fig 4 – Experimental results at the frequency of ± 3Hz with saturation-function based SMO.
a) Estimated stator current vs. actual stator current. b) Error between estimated and actual currents.
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(a)

(b)

Fig 5 – Experimental results at the frequency of ± 3Hz with Takagi-Sugeno FLC based SMO.
a) Estimated stator current vs. actual stator current. b) Error between estimated and actual currents.

Fig 6 – Experimental results at the frequency of ± 3 Hz with Takagi-Sugeno FLC based SMO.

Estimated d and q components of the stator Flux

(a)

(b)

Fig 7- Experimental results at the frequency of +15Hz and +5Hz with Takagi-Sugeno FLC based SMO.
a) Estimated rotor speed Vs actual speed. b) Error between estimated and real rotor speeds
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Fig 8. Experimental results at the frequencies of ±5 Hz by using a Takagi-Sugeno FLC based SMO.
a) Estimated rotor speed vs. actual speed. b) Error between estimated and real rotor speeds.
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Both of candidate Lyapunov’s function and attraction
condition, used to reflect the characteristic of the FSMO,
are given by

V (s ) =

1 æ ( s ) ˆ ( s ) öT æ ( s ) ˆ ( s ) ö
çi - i s ÷ çis - i s ÷ .
ø è
ø
2è s

(12)

It is noticed that, when the system reaches the sliding
mode surface, the inequality condition will be

k1

Lr
- k 2 ñMAX - C1 + C2
Lm

(13)

with C1 and C2 are two coefficients given by
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In a first step, the no-load operating-mode with low
rotating speed (frequency = ±3 Hz) is adopted to verify the
feasibility of the proposed FSMO. Moreover, two other
sliding surfaces are implemented to compare the
performances of the FSMO algorithm. As illustrated in
Figs. (3.a), (4.a) and (5.a), experimental results of the
estimated stator current versus the actual current are
presented. In Figs (3.b), (4.b) and (5.b), the stator-current
error between the estimated and the actual values are shown
when signum function, saturation function, and FLC are
used respectively. From the above figures, the accuracy of
the proposed algorithm which is based

on a Tkagi-Sugeno fuzzy logic controller is better than the
accuracy when we use the saturation function. Moreover, if
we compare the accuracy of the proposed algorithm and the
signum function, we can’t see a huge difference despite the
use of less switching in FLC approach, which gives more
stability to the system.
The d and q components of the stator flux are shown in
Fig. 6. Where, we can see the good estimation of the
proposed observer even at low speeds operation mode,
which is representing a real challenge for all induction
motor-based, drives. It can be noted that the flux estimation
is based on the measured currents and the motor speed is
calculated from the flux estimation. Thus, we can compare
the measured speed with their estimated value to conclude
that our flux estimation is true.
In a second step, to prove the merits of the proposed
FSMO, the whole algorithm is susceptible to several tests,
as well as speed reversal and transition tests. In Fig. 7, the
transition from the rotor speed of +450 rpm/min to
150 rpm/min is illustrated. In the same figure, the error
between the estimated speed and the real speed is
presented. Moreover, In Fig. 8 for speed reversal operation,
we can see that the estimated speed value follows well the
actual value; this can prove the correct estimation of the
stator current since the rotor speed estimation is heavily
based on the rotor flux estimated value.
From the above figures, it can be concluded that the
proposed algorithm is well suitable for these types of drives
since it gives good accuracy and offers high dynamics
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an accurate IM-current estimation
algorithm based FSMO is presented. Using a DS1104
controller board performs an experimental validation of the
proposed scheme. The proposed technique is fully speedsensorless based on Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy controller and
Lyapunov’s theory. Moreover, a volt per hertz (v/f) control
strategy is used to generate the switching signals of the
voltage source inverter VSI. Thus, an accurate and
inherently speed-sensorless observer has been performed in
a dual-reference frame based on the stator and rotor flux
models and a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy controller. The stability
of the proposed scheme has been demonstrated using
Lyapunov’s concept. The experimental results are shown
and discussed for different operating modes.
Received on 29 April 2021.
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APPENDIX
Data of the used Induction Motor
Rated power
3 kW
Voltage
400 V
Current
6.6 A
Rated speed
1420 rpm
Number of pole-pairs
2
Rs
1.98 Ω
Rr
1.78 Ω
Ls
0.2406 H
Lr
0.2406 H
Lm
0.2303 H
Tr
Lr / Rr
σ
(1-(L2m /Ls Lr))
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